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Success Stories
Online Image Processing
Last updated：2022-02-11 11:38:42
An image processing company builds an online image processing service in Tencent Cloud which
enables users to upload their images and specify operations to be performed on them, such as
cropping, red eye removal, teeth whitening, colorization, contrast adjustment, and thumbnail
generation. A user can upload an image, submit a task, wait for the image to be processed, and
download the output image. The time taken for processing varies by operation, from several seconds
to several minutes, and the user may upload several, dozens of, or hundreds of images at a time.
Therefore, the total processing time is subject to the number of uploaded images, image size, and
selected operations.

After TDMQ for CMQ is integrated to implement the above-mentioned needs, user images will be
stored in Tencent Cloud storage (such as CBS and COS), and each user operation request will be
stored in the request queue as a message. The message content is an image index composed of
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elements such as the image name, operation type in user request, and image storage location index
key.
The image processing service running on CVM gets a message (image index) from the request
queue. The image processing server downloads the data from the cloud and edits the image. Then, it
sends the processing result to the response queue and stores the output image in cloud storage.
After this process is completed, the user has stored all the original and output images in cloud
storage and can download them for use at any time.
More details about scalability and high reliability:
Even if the image processing service is temporarily unavailable due to bugs or other problems, as
TDMQ for CMQ is used, the crash will be imperceptible to the user. In this case, on one hand, the
user can still upload images, and the web server can still send messages to the request queue
where the messages will be retained and can be fetched out only after the image processing
service is back online; on the other hand, the image processing service does not need to record
the messages being processed before the crash when it is implemented, and such messages can
be processed again, as the message (including messages received sequentially and concurrently
in the queue) receipt feature of TDMQ for CMQ ensures that messages can remain in the queue
after being received until they are explicitly deleted by the recipient. This feature ensures
decoupling of the image processing service and the image upload service.
If a single image processing service cannot meet user needs (i.e., users can upload images but
cannot get the processing results after waiting for a long time), you can use TDMQ for CMQ to
start multiple image processing services to satisfy ever-increasing user access needs based on its
following two characteristics:
A single TDMQ for CMQ queue can be accessed by multiple servers simultaneously (i.e.,
message sending, receipt, and deletion can be concurrent).
A message will not be received by multiple services, which is implemented by the temporary
message lock. The message recipient can specify the time during which the message is locked
and needs to proactively delete the message after processing it. If the recipient fails to process
the message, another service can get the message again after the lock expires.
These two characteristics ensure that the number of processing servers can be dynamically adjusted
according to the load.
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WeChat Red Packet During Spring
Festival Gala
Last updated：2022-02-11 11:38:53
The Spring Festival Gala red packet campaign involves interactions between four major systems,
namely, WeChat, WeChat Pay, red packet system, and Tenpay, which are described in detail below:
Red packet system: it allows users to send, grab, and open personal red packets and view related
lists.
Tenpay: it supports payment of orders, high-performance storage of asynchronously credited
transactions, and real-time display of user account balance and bills.
WeChat: it ensures the quality of WeChat user access over the internet.
WeChat Pay: it is the entry to online transactions.
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Distributed transaction processing similar to the red packet system is the key focus. For example,
user A sends a red packet of 10 USD to user B with the following steps involved:
1. Read the balance of user A's account
2. Deduct 10 USD from user A's account (debit)
3. Write the result to user A's account (ack)
4. Read the balance of user B's account
5. Open the red packet sent by user A to user B and read the amount
6. Add 10 USD to user B's account (credit)
7. Write the result to user B's account
To ensure data consistency, the steps above have only two results: all steps either succeed or fail
and then get rolled back. In this process, the distributed lock mechanism needs to be applied to the
accounts of both user A and user B to avoid dirty data. In the WeChat red packet system, which is a
huge distributed cluster, this issue may become extremely complicated.
Fortunately, the WeChat red packet system utilizes TDMQ for CMQ to avoid excessive overheads
caused by distributed transactions. In the same scenario where user A sends a 10 USD red packet to
user B with TDMQ for CMQ used, things are much simpler as follows:
In step 7 above, user B opens the red packet and ﬁnds 10 USD in it. However, the ﬁnal crediting
may fail due to high concurrency pressure on that day.
The red packet system forwards all the requests with crediting failures to TDMQ for CMQ. When
the account balance fails to be updated for user B, the client on the mobile phone will display the
waiting state. Then, the account system will continuously pull messages from TDMQ for CMQ to
retry updating. TDMQ for CMQ ensures that the 10 USD crediting message will never be lost until it
is fetched out.
On Chinese New Year's Eve, user actions of sending and opening red packets and crediting are all
converted into billions of requests. If a traditional transaction method is used, the concurrency
pressure will be aggravated and crash the system.
TDMQ for CMQ ensures reliable storage and transfer of red packet messages and can write three
copies in real time to avoid data loss. When fund crediting fails, the operation can be retried
multiple times so as to avoid disadvantages of traditional methods such as rollback upon failure
and frequent database polling.
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Third-Party Payment
Last updated：2022-02-11 11:39:03
The close collaboration between leading third-party mobile ﬁnance payment solution providers such
as SwiftPass and WeChat Pay promotes the use of WeChat Pay among brick-and-mortar stores in
various industries, which helps reduce the need of cash payments and improve the payment
eﬃciency. The main architecture of the payment system is as follows:
1. When a user submits a payment request at a convenience store (such as 7-Eleven) to WeChat Pay,
WeChat Pay will return an ACK after conﬁrming the request.
2. After the returned ack is conﬁrmed, WeChat Pay will deliver a successful order payment
message to SwiftPass, describing the account information, time, amount, and device information
of that transaction.
3. SwiftPass writes the message details to TDMQ for CMQ for temporary storage. The successful
order payment message will be used as an important credential for settlement between
SwiftPass and the merchant (i.e., the convenience store); therefore, it must be reliably delivered
with guaranteed arrival.
4. The order payment message in TDMQ for CMQ will be returned to the server of the merchant
(i.e., the convenience store), which can be async since it does not need to be in real time.
Speciﬁcally, it will be written to a queue, pulled by an HTTP proxy, and then sent to the merchant
after being fetched out.
5. Before TDMQ for CMQ is connected, if SwiftPass fails to notify the merchant, it will initiate a new
request to WeChat Pay which then will deliver the same order payment message to SwiftPass.
After TDMQ for CMQ is connected, from WeChat's perspective, the success rate of SwiftPass'
system is greatly improved, and its rating (reliability and credibility) in WeChat system will be
increased.
6. Finally, all order payment messages will be continuously delivered by another topic to the risk
management, campaign management, and promotion campaign systems. For example, the risk
management system will continuously analyze the order payment conditions in each message
delivered by the topic. If the transaction amount of merchant A soars in a short period of time
(suspiciously fake orders), the callback API will be used to prohibit subsequent transactions for
merchant A.
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See the following ﬁgure:
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Qidian.com
Last updated：2022-02-11 11:39:15
TDMQ for CMQ meets the three key needs of Qidian.com operated by China Literature:
1. In the Zhangyishucai operation system, consumer crediting in the feature of grabbing red packet
monthly tickets is async. The credit information will be ﬁrst written to a message queue and then
pulled by the consumer. After the consumer conﬁrms that the message is successfully consumed,
the callback API will delete the message from the queue.
2. In another scenario, major systems of Qidian.com such as OPS, alarming, and operations generate
massive volumes of logs. The logs will be ﬁrst aggregated into TDMQ for CMQ, and the backend
big data analysis clusters will continuously pull them out of TDMQ for CMQ and analyze them
based on the processing capabilities. TDMQ for CMQ can theoretically retain an unlimited number
of messages, bringing you complete peace of mind when using it.
3. A feature similar to message rewind in Kafka is provided. After business consumption is
successfully completed and the messages are deleted, message rewind can be used to consume
the deleted messages again. The oﬀset position can be speciﬁed for ﬂexible adjustment. This
feature facilitates Qidian.com in reconciliation and business system retry.
The overall business of Qidian.com presents high pressure on TDMQ for CMQ, as the API request QPS
exceeds 100,000, and the total number of daily requests exceeds 1 billion. TDMQ for CMQ can easily
support Qidian.com with high stability under such huge business pressure.
The TDMQ for CMQ backend cluster is imperceptible to users, and the TDMQ for CMQ controller
server can schedule and relocate queues in real time based on the load of the cluster. If the request
volume of a queue exceeds the service threshold of the current cluster, the controller server can
distribute the queue routes to multiple clusters to increase the number of processable concurrent
requests. In theory, TDMQ for CMQ can achieve unlimited message retention and extremely high
QPS.
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See the following ﬁgure:
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